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Abstract—Several single-stage topologies have been introduced since kicking off the three-phase Z-source inverter (ZSI), and among these topologies, the quasi-ZSI (qZSI) is the most common one due to its simple structure and continuous input current. Furthermore, different modulation strategies, utilizing multiple reference signals, have been developed as well. However, prior art modulation methods have some demerits, such as the complexity of generating the gate signals, the increased number of switch commutations with continuous commutation at high current level during the entire fundamental cycle, and the multiple commutations at a time. Hence, this paper proposes two modified space vector (MSV) modulation strategies, aimed at the reduction of the qZSI number of switch commutations at high current level for shorter periods during the fundamental cycle, i.e. reducing the switching loss, simplifying the generation of the gate signals by utilizing only three reference signals, and achieving a single switch commutation at a time. These modulation strategies are analyzed and compared to the conventional ones, where a reduced-scale 1 kVA three-phase qZSI is designed and simulated using these different modulation strategies. Finally, the 1 kVA three-phase qZSI is implemented experimentally to validate the performance of the proposed modulation strategies and verify the reported analysis.

Index Terms—Constant-boost, discontinuous modulation, high-boost, impedance-based inverter, maximum-boost, modulation, pulse width modulation (PWM), quasi-Z-source inverter (qZSI), shoot-through, simple-boost, space vector, switching losses, Z-source inverter (ZSI).

I. INTRODUCTION

Single-stage dc-ac power converters with boost capabilities offer an interesting alternative compared to the two-stage approach [1]–[6], i.e. boost-converter (BC)-fed voltage source inverter (VSI), which is mandatory for low or variable voltage energy sources, such as photovoltaic (PV) and fuel cell (FC) sources [7]–[12]. These single-stage dc-ac power converters have undergone a fast evolution during the last few years to replace the conventional two-stage architecture, where this evolution has been started by kicking off the three-phase Z-source inverter (ZSI) in 2003 [4]. Consequently, several research activities have been established on the so-called ZSI to improve its performance from many perspectives, such as the overall gain, the voltage stresses across the different devices, and the continuity of the input current. Hence, many improvements and modifications have been adopted on the topology itself and even its control and modulation, resulting in several topologies and modulation strategies. Most of these improvements and modifications are reviewed and compared in [5], [13], [14]. Among these different topologies, the three-phase quasi-ZSI (qZSI), shown in Fig. 1, is the most commonly used topology due to its simple structure and continuous input current [15], [16]. This qZSI has been deeply studied for several applications, such as the automotive applications and the renewable energy ones, especially PV and fuel cells [17]–[20].

The three-phase qZSI, shown in Fig. 1, inserts an impedance network between the input dc source and the standard B6-bridge, where this impedance network comprises two inductors and two capacitors in addition to a diode. This impedance network makes it possible for the B6-bridge to use an additional switching state to the standard eight ones of the space vector (SV) modulation, in which a short circuit on the impedance network can be achieved using any combination of the B6-bridge different phase legs [4]. Such additional state, which is called shoot-through (ST) state, has the responsibility of embracing the boosting capability within the inversion one.

Several modulation strategies can be utilized to modulate the three-phase qZSI and the other equivalent topologies, where some of them uses two additional reference signals to generate the ST state. These modulation strategies increase the number of switch commutations, i.e. an increased effective switching frequency, and leads to multiple commutations at a time. Such increase in effective switching frequency is affecting only the impedance network, i.e. reducing its requirements, but not affecting the output ac filter, as the ST states are inserted inside the zero ones. On the other hand, other modulation strategies utilize six reference signals in order to modulate the three-phase qZSI, where the ST state is achieved by overlapping each two switches in any phase-leg at the instant of their commutation. Although this modulation category is not affecting the effective switching frequency of the B6-bridge, it results in a continuous commutation of the B6-bridge switches with high current value. Accordingly, it has been seen that
Fig. 1. Three-phase quasi-Z-source inverter (qZSI) topology with an output LC filter.

Fig. 2. Three-phase qZSI equivalent circuits during the ST and the non-ST states. (a) during the ST state and the B6-bridge becomes equivalent to a short circuit; (b) during the non-ST state and the B6-bridge becomes an equivalent to a current source.

several demerits exist behind the use of these conventional modulation strategies, such as:

- high number of commutations;
- multiple commutations at a time;
- high effective switching frequency, which is affecting only the impedance network requirements, but not the output ac filter;
- complicated generation of the gate signals due to the utilization of five reference signals;
- continuous commutation during the fundamental cycle with high current level in some modulation strategies.

Furthermore, some of these modulation strategies result in a low frequency component in the input dc side currents and voltages due to the variation of the ST duty cycle, which results in higher passive element requirements to minimize the effect of this low frequency component on the output ac side. Note that depending on the employed modulation strategy, some of the prior demerits do not exist.

Hence, with the aim of improving the conventional continuous modulation strategies, this paper proposes two modified SV (MSV) modulation strategies for the three-phase qZSIs, called simple-boost MSV (SBMSV) and maximum-boost (MBMSV) modulation strategies. It is worth to note that these modulation strategies are applicable for other equivalent topologies that use the same conventional modulation strategies.

More positive aspects can be gained as a consequence of using the proposed SBMSV and MBMSV modulation strategies with the three-phase qZSIs, where the merits are as follows:

- simpler generation of the gate signals due to the utilization of three reference signals only;
- effectively reduced number of switch commutations, resulting in reduced switching losses;
- single commutation at a time;
- constant ST duty cycle using the SBMSV modulation strategy, i.e. no low frequency component in the input dc side;
- the B6-bridge switches are commutating at high current levels for one-third of the fundamental cycle;
- improved converter efficiency as a consequence of the reduced commutations.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: section II reviews the operation and modulation of the three-phase qZSIs, where the commonly used modulation strategies are reviewed as well. Then, the proposed SBMSV and MBMSV modulation strategies are introduced and analyzed in section III. Furthermore, this section compares these modulation strategies with the conventional ones, which has been reviewed in section II. In order to elucidate and verify the prior discussion and analysis, comparative simulation results are presented in section IV using MATLAB/PLECS models, where a 1 kVA three-phase qZSI is utilized for the sake of experimental validation. Finally, experimental results of a 1 kVA three-phase qZSI prototype are included in section V to validate and verify the theoretical analysis and the simulation results.
II. REVIEW OF THREE-PHASE qZSI OPERATION AND MODULATION

The three-phase qZSI, as shown in Fig. 1, inserts an impedance network, that comprises two similar inductors (L) and two capacitors (C₁ and C₂), between the dc input source and the standard B6-bridge, in addition to a diode (Dnw). This combination has been followed to obviate the use of an additional boosting stage, i.e. BC, and allow the use of an additional switching state to the standard eight states of the SV modulation. In this switching state, which is called the ST state, all the switches of the B6-bridge are turned ON simultaneously or at least two switches of any phase leg [4], [15]. This ST state or period is inserted inside the two zero states, in order not to affect the active states and the output voltage consequently. Fig. 2 shows the equivalent circuit of the three-phase qZSI during the ST and the non-ST states. During the ST state, the inductors are being charged as shown in Fig. 2(a). On the other hand, during the non-ST states, the de source and both inductors are feeding the ac load, i.e. the inductors are discharging, while the capacitors are being charged as shown in Fig. 2(b).

The three-phase qZSIs can be modulated using any of the modulation strategies employed for the three-phase ZSIs. These modulation strategies are divided into the following categories:

- continuous modulation strategies with three phase-legs ST [14];
- continuous modulation strategies with single phase-leg ST [23];
- discontinuous modulation strategies [23].

A. Continuous Modulation Strategies with Three Phase-Legs ST

The continuous modulation strategies with three phase-legs ST are the most commonly used strategies. These modulation strategies use two additional reference signals (e₁ and e₂) in order to insert the ST state twice in the two standard zero states. Depending on the shape of the main and the additional reference signals, the following common modulation strategies can be obtained:

- simple-boost sinusoidal (SBS) modulation shown in Fig. 3(a) [4];
- maximum-boost sinusoidal (MBS) modulation shown in Fig. 3(b) [21];
- constant-boost sinusoidal (CBS) modulation shown in Fig. 3(c) [22];
- simple-boost SV (SBSV) modulation shown in Fig. 3(d) [14],

where these modulation strategies use the three standard reference signals (vₐ*, vₐ₀, and vₐₙ) of the sinusoidal or the SV modulation schemes used with the VSI, in addition to two more reference signals (e₁ and e₂). Note that the employed modulation-to-fundamental frequency ratio (M_f) in Fig. 3 is set to a low value for illustrative purposes.

Among these modulation strategies, the SBSV modulation strategy, shown in Fig. 3(d), is the most commonly used one, due to its simplicity and high voltage gain [14]. Using this modulation strategy, the three-phase qZSI is modulated as follows: according to Fig. 4(a), the B6-bridge switches are modulated in the conventional way like the VSI by comparing vₐ*, vₐ₀, and vₐₙ* with the carrier signal. Then, when the carrier signal is higher than e₁* or lower than e₂*, the B6-bridge goes to the ST state by turning ON all the switches simultaneously as shown in Fig. 4(b).

Comparing these modulation strategies, two additional reference signals (e₁* and e₂*) are mandatory, which make the generation of the gate signals quite complicated compared to the standard VSI. Moreover, the generation of e₁* and e₂* is complicated in some cases like the CBS modulation strategy as shown in Fig. 3(c), where the equations used to generate such references are described in [22].
These reference signals are given by

$$\text{signals are used in order to modulate the qZSI. According to based SV (1P-SV) modulation strategy, in which six reference signals are used with the VSI, where Fig. 5 shows the single phase-leg ST-}

Such method can be achieved using any modulation scheme used with the VSI, where Fig. 5 shows the single phase-leg ST-based SV (1P-SV) modulation strategy, in which six reference signals are used in order to modulate the qZSI. According to [23], these reference signals are given by

$$v_{\text{max}u}^* = v_{\text{max}}^* + \frac{D_0}{2},$$

$$v_{\text{max}v}^* = v_{\text{max}}^* + \frac{D_0}{6},$$

$$v_{\text{max}w}^* = v_{\text{max}}^* + \frac{D_0}{6},$$

$$v_{\text{mid}u}^* = v_{\text{mid}}^* - \frac{D_0}{6},$$

$$v_{\text{mid}v}^* = v_{\text{mid}}^* - \frac{D_0}{6},$$

$$v_{\text{mid}w}^* = v_{\text{mid}}^* - \frac{D_0}{6},$$

$$v_{\text{min}u}^* = v_{\text{min}}^* - \frac{D_0}{2},$$

$$v_{\text{min}v}^* = v_{\text{min}}^* - \frac{D_0}{2},$$

$$v_{\text{min}w}^* = v_{\text{min}}^* - \frac{D_0}{2},$$

where $D_0$ is the ST average duty cycle and

$$v_{\text{max}}^* = \max(v_{a}, v_{b}, v_{c}),$$

$$v_{\text{mid}}^* = \text{mid}(v_{a}, v_{b}, v_{c}),$$

$$v_{\text{min}}^* = \min(v_{a}, v_{b}, v_{c}),$$

$$v_{\text{max}u}^* = \max(v_{a}^*, v_{b}^*, v_{c}^*),$$

$$v_{\text{max}v}^* = \max(v_{a}^*, v_{b}^*, v_{c}^*),$$

$$v_{\text{max}w}^* = \max(v_{a}^*, v_{b}^*, v_{c}^*),$$

$$v_{\text{mid}u}^* = \text{mid}(v_{a}^*, v_{b}^*, v_{c}^*),$$

$$v_{\text{mid}v}^* = \text{mid}(v_{a}^*, v_{b}^*, v_{c}^*),$$

$$v_{\text{mid}w}^* = \text{mid}(v_{a}^*, v_{b}^*, v_{c}^*),$$

$$v_{\text{min}u}^* = \min(v_{a}^*, v_{b}^*, v_{c}^*),$$

$$v_{\text{min}v}^* = \min(v_{a}^*, v_{b}^*, v_{c}^*),$$

$$v_{\text{min}w}^* = \min(v_{a}^*, v_{b}^*, v_{c}^*),$$

where $v_{a}^*, v_{b}^*$, and $v_{c}^*$ are the SV modulation reference signals shown in Fig. 3(d), in which $M = 0.7$.

Using the 1P-SV modulation strategy shown in Fig. 5, the qZSI is modulated as follows: $S_{a\text{u}}$, $S_{b\text{u}}$, and $S_{c\text{u}}$ are turned ON when $v_{a}^*$, $v_{b}^*$, and $v_{c}^*$ are larger than the carrier signal respectively, while $S_{a\text{u}}$, $S_{b\text{u}}$, and $S_{c\text{u}}$ are turned ON when $v_{a}^*$, $v_{b}^*$, and $v_{c}^*$ are smaller than the carrier signal respectively. Due to the employed difference between the reference signals, an overlap of one-sixth the total ST time is generated between each pair of switches in each phase-leg.

Fig. 4. Three-phase qZSI modulation and gate signals generation using the conventional SBSV modulation strategy. (a) reference, carrier, and gate signals, where $M = 0.7$ and $M_f = 9$; (b) generation of the gate signals, considering the ST state using the three phase legs.

B. Continuous Modulation Strategies with Single Phase-Leg ST

Alternatively, single phase-leg ST approach can be utilized [23]. Using this approach, the ST state is inserted six times in each switching cycle using one phase-leg at a time by overlapping each two switches during their commutation instants [23]. Such method can be achieved using any modulation scheme used with the VSI, where Fig. 5 shows the single phase-leg ST-based SV (1P-SV) modulation strategy, in which six reference signals are used in order to modulate the qZSI. According to [23], these reference signals are given by
It is worth to note that as a consequence of employing this modulation strategy, the effective switching frequency of the B6-bridge is not affected by the ST state as in the continuous modulation strategy with three phase-legs ST. Meanwhile, the switches under the the continuous modulation strategy with single phase-leg ST are commutating during the entire fundamental period with higher current, which is three times the three phase-legs ST case. Furthermore, due to the time variation of the active states, the impedance network is designed with an effective switching frequency of $2f_s$ as a worst case, where this issue is verified in the simulation results.

### C. Discontinuous Modulation Strategies

Similar to the VSI, discontinuous modulation strategies have been discussed in [23], [24] to modulate the three-phase ZSIs, which are applicable for the three-phase qZSIs as well. In [23], two modulation strategies have been introduced, where Fig. 6 shows the reference signals of these modulation strategies using the equations described in [23]. Fig. 6a shows the positive-dc-link-clamped modulation strategy, while Fig. 6b shows the negative-dc-link-clamped modulation strategy.

Under those two discontinuous modulation strategies, the ST state is inserted four times in each switching cycle, and the qZSI is modulated in the same way as the 1P-SV modulation strategy introduced before. Finally, the authors in [24] are utilizing similar reference signals to the hybrid modulation scheme proposed in [25], achieving the lowest possible number of commutations. Note that under this modulation strategy, a low frequency component is existing in the dc side like the MBS modulation strategy.

Finally, it is worth to note that the discontinuous modulations strategies are similar to the continuous modulation strategies with single phase-leg ST. This similarity is in terms of inserting the ST state using one phase-leg at a time, not affecting the B6-bridge effective switching frequency, switches continuous commutation during the entire fundamental period with higher current, and designing the impedance network with an effective switching frequency of $2f_s$.

### III. Analysis of the Proposed Modulation Strategies

This section starts first by showing the seen demerits behind the conventional continuous modulation strategies, employed for the three-phase qZSIs and reviewed in section II, and accordingly, it proposes the MSV modulation strategies as an improved solution to overcome these demerits. Then, the mathematical derivation of the proposed modulation strategies is introduced. Finally, a comparative study between the proposed modulation strategies and the conventional ones is presented.

#### A. Proposed Modulation Strategies

The prior art continuous modulation strategies with three phase-legs ST generate two ST pulses per switching cycle, resulting in an increased number of commutations, i.e., an increased effective switching frequency. In Fig. 4(a), it is obvious that, under the SBSV modulation strategy, each switch is turned ON and OFF four times per switching cycle, i.e., 24 commutations per switching cycle for the entire B6-bridge. Such increased effective switching frequency is affecting only the impedance network, i.e., reducing its size. On the other hand, it does not affect the output ac filter, as the added ST pulses are inserted inside the zero states. Furthermore, each switch is continuously commutating with one-third the ST current during the entire fundamental cycle.

Using these conventional modulation strategies, the three phase-legs are switched ON simultaneously during the ST period, resulting in an equal distribution of the ST current among them. Note that it is of paramount importance to properly design the gate drive circuits, as having a delay for a fraction of $\mu s$ can have a catastrophic consequences. This is due to the fact of having all ST current flowing through one-phase leg for short periods. Hence, one solution could be designing each switch to carry the highest possible current as a worst case.

From the prior discussions, it has been seen that these conventional continuous modulation strategies with three phase-legs ST make the qZSI suffer from the following demerits: high number of commutations, multiple commutations at a time, high effective switching frequency, affecting only the impedance network size, continuous switch commutation with one-third the ST current during the entire fundamental cycle, and complicated generation of the gate signals as it needs two
additional reference signals. Hence, this paper proposes two modulation strategies, called the simple-boost MSV (SBMSV) and the maximum-boost MSV (MBMSV) modulation strategies to overcome these demerits.

On the other hand, the continuous modulation strategies with single phase-leg ST generate six ST pulses per switching cycle utilizing six reference signals in order to modulate the qZSI. Moreover, each switch is continuously commutating with the total ST current during the entire fundamental period. Meanwhile, the proposed modulation strategies make each switch commutate with the total ST current for only one-third of the fundamental period.

1) SBMSV Modulation Strategy: The SBMSV modulation strategy, whose reference signals are as shown in Fig. 7(a), utilizes only three reference signals \(v_a^*, v_b^*,\) and \(v_c^*\) to modulate the three-phase qZSI. These reference signals can be simply generated from the conventional sinusoidal or SV ones, where similar reference signals have been studied for the split-source inverter (SSI) in [1], [3], [26] and for the discontinuous operation of the VSIs in [27], [28]. Note that the generation of these reference signals is discussed in a later subsection.

Using the proposed SBMSV modulation strategy, the three-phase qZSI is modulated in the conventional way like the VSI by comparing \(v_a^*, v_b^*,\) and \(v_c^*\) with the carrier signal. In addition to that, in order to obtain the ST periods, \(S_{au}\) is maintained ON when \(v_a^*\) is larger than or equal \(v_a^*\) and \(v_c^*\), \(S_{bu}\) is maintained on when \(v_b^*\) is larger than or equal \(v_b^*\) and \(v_a^*\), and finally \(S_{cu}\) is maintained ON when \(v_c^*\) is larger than or equal \(v_c^*\) and \(v_b^*\). In other words, \(S_{au}\) is turned ON when \(v_a^*\) is larger than or equal the carrier signal or greater than or equal \(v_a^*\) and \(v_c^*\), while \(S_{cu}\) is turned ON when \(v_c^*\) is smaller than the carrier signal as shown in Fig. 7(b).

Note that as a consequence of using the proposed SBMSV modulation strategy, each switch of \(S_{au}, S_{bu},\) and \(S_{cu}\) is continuously conducting for one third of the fundamental period, resulting in less number of commutations compared to the standard SV modulation. Hence, the gained merits of using such modulation strategy are as follows:

- reduced number of switch commutations compared to the conventional modulation strategies;
- single commutation at a time;
- the effective switching frequency of the upper switches is equal to two-third the carrier frequency;
- the effective switching frequency of the lower switches is equal to the carrier frequency;
- simple generation of the gating signals as the reference

---

**Fig. 7.** Proposed simple-boost MSV (SBMSV) modulation strategy. (a) reference, carrier, and gate signals, where \(M = 0.7\) and \(M_f = 9\); (b) generation of the gate signals.
signals are compared to each others in order to force a certain switch to be maintained ON for a certain period;
• constant ST duty cycle.

2) Proposed MBMSV Modulation Strategy: The MBMSV modulation strategy uses similar reference signals to the aforementioned SBMSV modulation strategy as shown in Fig. 8(a) to modulate the three-phase qZSI. Meanwhile, the generation of the gate signals is quite different as shown in Fig. 8(b), in which all the zero states have been used as ST ones.

Using the proposed MBMSV modulation strategy, the three-phase qZSI is modulated in the conventional way like the VSI by comparing \( v^*_a \), \( v^*_b \), and \( v^*_c \) with the carrier signal. In addition to that, part of the ST periods is obtained as follows: \( S_{au} \) is maintained ON when \( v^*_a \) is larger than or equal \( v^*_b \) and \( v^*_c \), \( S_{bu} \) is maintained ON when \( v^*_b \) is larger than or equal \( v^*_a \) and \( v^*_c \), and finally \( S_{cu} \) is maintained ON when \( v^*_c \) is larger than or equal \( v^*_a \) and \( v^*_b \). Meanwhile, the remaining part of the ST periods is obtained as follows: \( S_{ul} \) is maintained ON when \( v^*_u \) is smaller than or equal \( v^*_b \) and \( v^*_c \), \( S_{bl} \) is maintained ON when \( v^*_b \) is smaller than or equal \( v^*_a \) and \( v^*_c \), and finally \( S_{cl} \) is maintained ON when \( v^*_c \) is smaller than or equal \( v^*_a \) and \( v^*_b \). In other words, \( S_{au} \) is turned ON when \( v^*_u \) is larger than or equal the carrier signal or larger than or equal \( v^*_a \) and \( v^*_c \), while \( S_{ul} \) is turned ON when \( v^*_u \) is smaller than the carrier signal or smaller than or equal \( v^*_a \) and \( v^*_b \).

As a consequence of using the proposed MBMSV modulation strategy, the following merits are obtained:
• further reduction in switch commutations compared to the aforementioned proposed SBMSV modulation strategy;
• single commutation at a time;
• the effective switching frequency of the B6-bridge is equal to two-third the carrier frequency;
• the ST period is inserted twice inside each switching cycle;

Fig. 8. Proposed maximum-boost MSV (MBMSV) modulation strategy. (a) reference, carrier, and gate signals, where \( M = 0.7 \) and \( M_f = 9 \); (b) generation of the gate signals.
the impedance network sees twice the switching frequency, resulting in a reduction in the high frequency component;

• reduced voltage stresses due to the full conversion of the zero states into ST states like the conventional MBS modulation strategy;

• simple generation of the gating signals.

Meanwhile, the following demerits exist:

• variable ST duty cycle;

• low frequency component in the impedance network voltages and currents, resulting in higher inductance and capacitance requirements to mitigate its effect on the ac side,

where these demerits exist for the conventional MBS modulation strategy, which is seen to be more beneficial in high speed drives, in which a high fundamental frequency is needed [29], [30].

3) Reference Signals Derivation of the Proposed SBMSV and MBMSV Modulation Strategies: The reference signals of the proposed MSV modulation can be obtained by recalling the switching pattern of the SV modulation scheme during any sector shown in Fig. 9(a), where \( T_a \) and \( T_b \) are the equivalent times of the active states, while \( T_z \) is the total equivalent time of the zero states. Hence, redistributing the zero states equivalent time without affecting the active states time and the states sequence is the key point. The minimum value of \( T_z \) (i.e. \( T_{zm} \)) is first calculated by

\[
T_{zm} = T_z \{ 1 - 2M \cdot \sin(\frac{\pi}{6}) \}. \tag{3}
\]

Then, redistributing \( T_z \) as shown in Fig. 9(b) and Fig. 9(c) results in the reference signals of the proposed modulation strategies. Finally, it is worth to note that the reference signals can be generated from the equivalent sinusoidal or SV ones by subtracting the positive envelope (i.e. \( \max(\hat{v}_a^*, \hat{v}_b^*, \hat{v}_c^*) \)) from the sinusoidal or SV reference signals and then adding \( M \) or \( M/2 \) to obtain the reference signals of the SBMSV modulation strategy or the MBMSV modulation strategy respectively [26], [31].

B. Mathematical Derivation

1) Using the SBMSV Modulation Strategy: The mathematical derivation of the three-phase qZSI using the proposed SBMSV modulation strategy can be obtained using the same procedure followed in [4], [15]. The ST duty cycle is constant and its average (\( D_0 \)) as a function of the modulation index (\( M \)), defined in Fig. 7(a), is calculated by

\[
D_0 = 1 - M. \tag{4}
\]

Then, from the voltage-second balance across both inductors, the normalized average capacitor voltages \( \frac{V_{C_1}}{V_{in}} \) and \( \frac{V_{C_2}}{V_{in}} \) and the normalized maximum dc-link voltage \( \frac{\hat{v}_{inc}}{V_{in}} \) are given by

\[
\frac{V_{C_1}}{V_{in}} = \frac{1 - D_0}{1 - 2D_0} = \frac{M}{2M - 1}, \tag{5}
\]

\[
\frac{V_{C_2}}{V_{in}} = \frac{D_0}{1 - 2D_0} = \frac{1 - M}{2M - 1}. \tag{6}
\]
The normalized fundamental output peak phase voltage \( V_{\phi_1}/V_{in} \) can be calculated by

\[
\frac{V_{\phi_1}}{V_{in}} = M \cdot \frac{\dot{V}_{\text{inv}}}{\sqrt{3}V_{in}} = \frac{M}{2\sqrt{3}M - \sqrt{3}}.
\]

Finally, the required inductance and capacitance can be calculated from

\[
L = \frac{M \cdot (1 - M) \cdot V_{in}}{(2M - 1) \cdot f_s \cdot \Delta I_L},
\]

\[
C_1 = \frac{(1 - M) \cdot I_{in}}{f_s \cdot \Delta V_{C_1}},
\]

\[
C_2 = \frac{(1 - M) \cdot I_{in}}{f_s \cdot \Delta V_{C_2}},
\]

where \( f_s \) is the switching frequency, \( I_{in} \) is the average input dc current, \( \Delta I_L \) is the peak-to-peak inductor current ripple, and \( \Delta V_{C_1} \) and \( \Delta V_{C_2} \) are the peak-to-peak voltage ripples of \( C_1 \) and \( C_2 \) respectively.

Note that it is possible to separate \( D_0 \) from \( M \) using the proposed SBMSV modulation strategy and introduce two control parameters for closed-loop application as shown in Fig. 10, where this criteria is similar to what has been discussed in [26] for the SSI.

2) Using the MBMSV Modulation Strategy: Following the procedure used in [15], [21], the mathematical derivation of the qZSI using the proposed MBMSV modulation strategy can be obtained. It is quite obvious from Fig. 8(a) that the ST period is variable due to the variation of the lower peaks of the reference signals. This ST duty cycle variation is repeated six times inside the fundamental period (\( T_1 \)) and it is given by

\[
D(\theta) = 1 + M \cdot \sin(\theta + \frac{\pi}{6}),
\]

where \( \frac{7\pi}{6} \leq \theta \leq \frac{3\pi}{2} \), \( \theta = \frac{2\pi}{T_1} \), and \( T_1 \) is as defined in Fig. 8(a). Hence, the average value of the ST duty cycle (\( D_0 \)) as a function of \( M \) is calculated by

\[
D_0 = 1 - \frac{3M}{\pi}.
\]

Then, as followed before, the normalized average capacitor voltages (\( V_{C_1}/V_{in} \) and \( V_{C_2}/V_{in} \)) and the normalized maximum dc-link voltage (\( \dot{V}_{\text{inv}}/V_{in} \)) are given by

\[
\frac{V_{C_1}}{V_{in}} = \frac{1 - D_0}{1 - 2D_0} = \frac{3M}{6M - \pi},
\]

\[
\frac{V_{C_2}}{V_{in}} = \frac{D_0}{1 - 2D_0} = \frac{\pi - 3M}{6M - \pi},
\]

\[
\frac{\dot{V}_{\text{inv}}}{V_{in}} = \frac{\pi}{6M - \pi}.
\]

The normalized fundamental output peak phase voltage (\( V_{\phi_1}/V_{in} \)) can be calculated by

\[
\frac{V_{\phi_1}}{V_{in}} = M \cdot \frac{\dot{V}_{\text{inv}}}{\sqrt{3}V_{in}} = \frac{\pi M}{6\sqrt{3}M - \sqrt{3}\pi}.
\]

Finally, following the approach introduced in [1], the required inductance and capacitance, considering the low frequency component only, can be estimated from

\[
L \approx \frac{M \cdot V_{in}}{35\pi(6M - \pi) \cdot f_1 \cdot \Delta I_L},
\]

\[
C_1 \approx \frac{2M \cdot I_{in}}{35\pi^2 \cdot f_1 \cdot \Delta V_{C_1}},
\]

\[
C_2 \approx \frac{2M \cdot I_{in}}{35\pi^2 \cdot f_1 \cdot \Delta V_{C_2}},
\]

where \( f_1 \) is the fundamental frequency.

It is worth to note that the high frequency component has not been considered in the aforementioned equations as it is negligible compared to the low frequency component. Meanwhile, for the applications that has a high fundamental frequency, the following equations can be used:

\[
L \approx \frac{M \cdot V_{in}}{35\pi(6M - \pi) \cdot f_1 \cdot \Delta I_L} + \frac{3M \cdot (\pi - 3M) \cdot V_{in}}{2(6M \pi - \pi^2) \cdot f_1 \cdot \Delta I_L},
\]

\[
C_1 \approx \frac{2M \cdot I_{in}}{35\pi^2 \cdot f_1 \cdot \Delta V_{C_1}} + \frac{(\pi - 3M) \cdot I_{in}}{2\pi f_1 \cdot \Delta V_{C_1}},
\]

\[
C_2 \approx \frac{2M \cdot I_{in}}{35\pi^2 \cdot f_1 \cdot \Delta V_{C_2}} + \frac{(\pi - 3M) \cdot I_{in}}{2\pi f_1 \cdot \Delta V_{C_2}},
\]

where the switching frequency is doubled due to the insertion of the ST periods twice per switching cycle.

Note that using the proposed MBMSV modulation strategy, it is not possible to separate \( D_0 \) from \( M \) and introduce two control parameters as discussed before for the proposed SBMSV modulation strategy. Hence, under this modulation scheme the closed-loop control should be implemented using only \( M \), which is out of the scope of this paper.

C. Comparative Study

In order to clarify and summarize the gained merits as a consequence of using the proposed modulation strategies instead of the conventional continuous modulation strategies, a comparative study is shown in Table I. According to this table, it is obvious that the proposed modulation strategies achieve the lowest possible number of commutations utilizing the lowest number of reference signals, which is three. On the other hand, among the conventional modulation strategies, the MBS modulation strategy gives the lowest possible number of commutations, but it results in a lower frequency component in the ST duty cycle, that requires higher input dc side filter requirements to mitigate its effect on the output ac side. Meanwhile, the proposed MBMSV modulation strategy achieves a much lower number of commutations, but it introduces the same low frequency component introduced by the MBS modulation strategy.

Moreover, Fig. 11 shows the variation of the normalized peak dc-link voltage (\( \dot{V}_{\text{inv}}/V_{in} \)) versus the variation of the normalized output peak phase voltage (\( V_{\phi_1}/V_{in} \)) using the conventional and the proposed modulation strategies. As it can be seen, the proposed SBMSV modulation strategy achieves the same voltage gain and stresses like the SBSV and the
TABLE I
COMPARISON BETWEEN CONVENTIONAL AND PROPOSED MODULATION STRATEGIES FOR THE THREE-PHASE qZSI

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Modulation Strategy</th>
<th>SBS</th>
<th>MBS</th>
<th>CBS</th>
<th>SBSV</th>
<th>IP-SV</th>
<th>Proposed SBMSV</th>
<th>Proposed MBMSV</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Modulating signals</td>
<td>Fig. 3(a)</td>
<td>Fig. 3(b)</td>
<td>Fig. 3(c)</td>
<td>Fig. 3(d)</td>
<td>Fig. 5</td>
<td>Fig. 7(a)</td>
<td>Fig. 8(a)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of reference signals</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of ST pulses(1)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of commutations(2)</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST generation complexity</td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>Complicated</td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>Simple</td>
<td>Simple</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST duty cycle variation</td>
<td>Constant</td>
<td>Variable</td>
<td>Constant</td>
<td>Constant</td>
<td>Constant</td>
<td>Constant</td>
<td>Variable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low frequency component(3)</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upper switches effective switching frequency(4)</td>
<td>2fs</td>
<td>4fs/3</td>
<td>5fs/6</td>
<td>2fs</td>
<td>fs</td>
<td>2fs/3</td>
<td>2fs/3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lower switches effective switching frequency(4)</td>
<td>2fs</td>
<td>2fs</td>
<td>2fs</td>
<td>fs</td>
<td>f_s</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Input dc side seen switching frequency(4)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Input dc side passive elements requirements</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>High(3)</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>High(4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Output ac side seen switching frequency(4)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Output ac side passive elements requirements</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peak current in each switch</td>
<td>(I_p1 + 2I_{in} + \Delta I_L)(5)</td>
<td>(I_p1 + 2I_{in} + \Delta I_L)(6)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST average duty cycle (D_p)(7)</td>
<td>1 - M</td>
<td>1 - M/3</td>
<td>1 - √3M</td>
<td>1 - M</td>
<td>1 - M</td>
<td>1 - 3M/π</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normalized peak dc-link voltage (v_{dc}/V_{in})</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normalized output peak phase voltage (V_{ph}/V_{in})</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1. Calculated per switching cycle.
2. Calculated as a maximum worst case for the entire B6-bridge per switching cycle.
3. The low frequency component in the input dc side voltages and currents due to the ST duty cycle variation.
4. Calculated as a function of the carrier switching frequency (f_s).
5. Practically, due to any delay in the gating signals, it should be designed for (I_p1 + 2I_{in} + \Delta I_L).
6. For the proposed modulation strategies, this current is only for one-third the fundamental cycle, then the peak value is equal to I_p1.
7. Considering the definition of M in each equivalent figure.
8. Due to the active states time variation, it changes from 2f_s to 6f_s. Hence, 2f_s is considered as a worst case.

TABLE II
GENERAL PARAMETERS OF THE DESIGNED 1 kVA THREE-PHASE qZSI INVERTER (qZSI)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>V_{in}, 200 V</th>
<th>L_T, 1 mH</th>
<th>f_1, 50 Hz</th>
<th>C_L, 10 µF</th>
<th>f_s, 20 kHz</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>V_{dc}, 110√2 V</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CBS ones, while the proposed MBMSV modulation strategy achieves the same voltage gain and stresses as the MBS modulation strategy.

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS
In order to examine the functionality of the proposed modulation strategies and verifying the reported analysis, a 1 kVA three-phase qZSI, whose circuit diagram has been shown in Fig. 1, is designed and simulated using MATLAB/PLECS models. This three-phase qZSI is assumed to be fed from a 200 V dc source and the connected load is resistive (R_{load}) of 36 Ω. The general parameters of this three-phase qZSI are summarized in Table II.

In order to obtain a fundamental output RMS phase voltage of 110 V, the modulation index has been adjusted to different values, depending on the employed modulation strategy. The selected parameters for each modulation strategy are as given by Table III, where the two proposed and the conventional SBSV modulation strategies have been considered. In this table, L, C_1, and C_2 have been selected assuming \Delta I_L \approx 35% of I_{in}, \Delta V_{C_1} \approx 0.3% of V_{C_1}, and \Delta V_{C_2} \approx 1.2% of V_{C_2} respectively. Note that the obtained parameters in Table III have been calculated utilizing the aforementioned equations.
Table III illustrates two important points. The first point is that the impedance network requirements using the conventional SBSV modulation strategy is half of the proposed SBMSV modulation strategy, but the number of switch commutations is much higher as discussed in Table I. The second one is that the proposed MBMSV modulation strategy is suitable for the applications in which the fundamental frequency is high, otherwise, the impedance network is bulky.

Utilizing the parameters given in Table II and Table III, the qZSI has been simulated using the conventional SBSV and the proposed SBMSV and MBMSV modulation strategies, where Fig. 12 illustrates the obtained simulation results. The obtained simulation results in Fig. 12 show the dc-link voltage \(v_{\text{inv}}\) with a zoom for one switching cycle, the capacitors voltages \(v_{C1}\) and \(v_{C2}\), the load phase voltages \(v_{labc}\), the inductors current \(i_L\), and the load phase currents \(i_{labc}\) for each modulation strategy. These simulation results confirm and verify the functionality and the reported analysis of the proposed modulation strategy. Furthermore, Fig. 13 shows the currents in the switches \(S_{au}\) and \(S_{al}\) \((i_{S_{au}}\) and \(i_{S_{al}}\)) using the conventional SBSV and the proposed SBMSV and MBMSV modulation strategies. As it can be seen, using the conventional SBSV modulation strategy, \(S_{au}\) and \(S_{al}\) are continuously commutating unlike the proposed modulation strategies. It is worth to note that from a practical perspective, a delay in the gating of the different switches might happen leading to achieve the ST state by one phase leg. Hence, the switch should be selected for \((I_{\varphi 1} + 2I_{in} + \Delta I_L)\) not for \((I_{\varphi 1} + \frac{2I_{in} + \Delta I_L}{3})\).

Moreover, this figure confirms the prior discussion about the maximum current through the switches using the different con-
Continuous modulation strategies with three phase-legs ST, where the proposed ones increases the current through the switch but for one-third the fundamental period, while the conventional modulation strategies have lower maximum current, due to dividing the current among the three phase legs.

Furthermore, Fig. 12 and Fig. 13 show the same results using the 1P-SV modulation strategy, where the model parameters are the same as the SBSV one given in Table III. From Fig. 12, it is obvious that the ST state is inserted six times inside the switching cycle using the 1P-SV modulation strategy, but due to the time variation of the active states a small low frequency component appears in the dc side. Moreover, under the same modulation strategy the qZSI switches are continuously commutating at high current value as shown in Fig. 13, which is expected to introduce high switching losses.

The spectrum of the inductor current ($i_{ab}$) and the output line voltage ($v_{ab}$) are shown in Fig. 14 using the SBSV and the proposed SBMSV modulation strategies, where the latter one is considered using two different carrier frequencies. These spectrums confirm the prior discussion and demonstrate the merit behind the proposed modulation strategy. Moreover, using any of the proposed modulation strategies, considering doubling the carrier frequency, i.e. $2f_s$, the number of commutations is still lower and the output ac side filter requirements are decreased.

Finally, in order to examine the effect of the proposed modulation strategies on the inverter efficiency, the switching and conduction losses of the IGBTs and the input diode have been calculated using PLECS, utilizing the IGBT model of IXGH30N120B3D1 and the diode model of VS30EPH06PbF. Fig. 15 shows the distribution of these losses at full-load, where the conventional SBSV and 1P-SV and the proposed SBMSV modulation strategies have been considered. This figure shows the merit of the reduced number of commutations using the proposed modulation strategies. Note that it is possible to use theoretical equations to calculate the switching and conduction losses as introduced in [15], which gives the same results obtained from PLECS as it depends on the characteristics of the employed switches.

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

For the sake of validating the functionality of the proposed modulation strategies and verify the prior simulation results, an
Fig. 15. Simulated switching and conduction losses distribution in the 1 kVA three-phase qZSI different IGBTs and input diode at full-load using PLECS for the SBSV and 1P-SV and the proposed SBMSV modulation strategies.

![Diagram](image)

**TABLE IV**

| Parameters of the 1 kVA Three-Phase Quasi-Z-Source Inverter (qZSI) Experimental Prototype |
|----------------------------------|---|---|---|---|
| $V_{in}$ | 200 V | $L_f$ | 1 mH | $f_1$ | 50 Hz |
| $V_{dcl}$ | 110 $\sqrt{2}$ V | $C_f$ | 10 $\mu$F | $f_s$ | 20 kHz |
| $L$ | 1.7 mH | $C_1$ | 60 $\mu$F | $C_2$ | 60 $\mu$F |

The experimental prototype of 1 kVA three-phase qZSI has been implemented using the same switches as in the simulation before (i.e. six IXGH30N120B3D1 IGBTs and one VS30EPH06PbF diode). The parameters of this prototype are given in Table IV, where these parameters have been selected according to the prior design using the proposed SBMSV modulation strategy.

This prototype has been tested using the conventional SBSV and the obtained results are as shown in Fig. 17(a), in which the dc-link voltage ($V_{dc}$), the voltage across $C_1$ ($V_C$), the inductor current ($i_L$), and the load current ($i_f$) are shown. Moreover, Fig. 17(b) shows a zoom of these results for four switching cycles. Then, the same prototype has been tested again using the proposed SBMSV modulation strategy and the same results, introduced before, are shown in Fig. 17(c) and Fig. 17(d). These figures verify the simulation results and confirm the prior reported analysis.

In order to test the proposed MBMSV modulation strategy using this prototype, the fundamental frequency ($f_1$) has been increased to 200 Hz, and the obtained results are shown in Fig. 18. The fundamental frequency has been increased in order to avoid the need of a bulky impedance network.

It is worth to note that the merit behind single commutation of the proposed modulation strategies can be noticed by comparing Fig. 17(d) and Fig. 18(b) with Fig. 17(b). Those figures show that the conventional SBSV modulation strategy results in higher voltage spikes across the different switches, leading to the mandatory use of higher voltage switches or using snubber circuits, which will lead to a lower efficiency.

Finally, the efficiency has been measured using the SBSV, the SBMSV, and the MBMSV modulation strategies, where the obtained results are as shown in Fig. 19. This figure confirms the merit of having a reduced number of commutations, where higher efficiency can be reached. Note that in this figure, the SBSV and the SBMSV modulation strategies are utilizing the same parameters given in Table IV, while the MBMSV one is using different value of $f_1$, which is 200 Hz, and the same other parameters.

**VI. Conclusion**

This paper has proposed two improved modulation strategies based on a modified space vector (MSV) modulation scheme in order to enhance the performance of the three-phase quasi-Z-source inverter (qZSI). These modulation strategies are called the simple-boost MSV (SBMSV) and the maximum-boost MSV (MBMSV). It has been seen that the conventional...
Fig. 17. Obtained experimental results of the 1 kVA three-Phase qZSI, where (a) and (b) are using the SBSV modulation strategy, (c) and (d) are using the proposed SBMSV modulation strategy. In these figures, the dc-link voltage ($v_{\text{inv}}$), the voltage across $C_1$ ($v_{C_1}$), the inductor current ($i_L$), and the load current ($i_{la}$) are shown, and (b) and (d) are showing a zoom of (a) and (c) respectively.

Fig. 18. Obtained experimental results of the 1 kVA three-Phase qZSI using the proposed MBMSV modulation strategy, where the dc-link voltage ($v_{\text{inv}}$), the voltage across $C_1$ ($v_{C_1}$), the inductor current ($i_L$), and the load current ($i_{la}$) are shown, and (b) is showing a zoom of (a). Note that the fundamental frequency is increased to 200 Hz.

modulation strategies, employed for the so-called qZSI, make the ZSI suffers from the following demerits:

- high number of commutations;
- multiple commutations at a time;
- high effective switching frequency, which is affecting only the impedance network requirements, but not the output ac filter;
- complicated generation of the gate signals due to the utilization of five reference signals;
- continuous commutation during the fundamental cycle with high current value in some modulation strategies.

Note that depending on the employed modulation strategy, some of the prior demerits do not exist. Hence, this paper has proposed those two modulation strategies to overcome these demerits, where the gained merits from the proposed SBMSV modulation strategy are as follows:

- reduced number of switch commutations compared to the conventional modulation strategies;
- single commutation at a time;
- the effective switching frequency of the upper switches is equal to two-third the carrier frequency;
- the effective switching frequency of the lower switches is equal to the carrier frequency;
- simple generation of the gating signals as the reference signals are compared to each others in order to force a certain switch to be maintained ON for a certain period;
- constant ST duty cycle.

On the other hand, the MBMSV modulation strategy intro-
three-phase quasi-Z-Source Inverter (qZSI) has been designed and simulated. Moreover, utilizing the same parameters given in Table IV, while the MBMSV one is using different value of \( f_1 \), which is 200 Hz, and the same other parameters. It produces the following merits:

- further reduction in switch commutations compared to the aforementioned proposed SBMSV modulation strategy;
- single commutation at a time;
- the effective switching frequency of the B6-bridge is equal to two-third the carrier frequency;
- the ST period is inserted twice during each switching cycle;
- the impedance network sees twice the switching frequency, resulting in a reduction in the high frequency component;
- reduced voltage stresses due to the full conversion of the zero states into ST states like the conventional MBS modulation strategy;
- simple generation of the gating signals.

Meanwhile, the following demerits exist in the MBMSV modulation strategy:

- variable ST duty cycle;
- low frequency component in the impedance network voltages and currents, resulting in higher inductance and capacitance requirements to mitigate its effect on the ac side.

Thus, the proposed MBMSV modulation strategy is seen to be more beneficial in high speed motor drives, in which higher fundamental frequency exist.

The proposed modulation strategies have been analyzed and simulated using a MATLAB/PLECS model, where 1 kVA three-phase qZSI has been designed and simulated. Moreover, experimental results and efficiency measurements have been introduced to confirm the introduced analysis and discussions.
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